Abstract-The response speed of a network impacts the efficacy of its actions to external stimuli. However, for a given bound on the update rate, the network-response speed is limited by the need to maintain stability. This work increases the network-response speed without having to increase the update rate by using delayed self-reinforcement (DSR), where each agent uses its already available information from the network to strengthen its individual update law. Example simulation results are presented that show more than an order of magnitude improvement in the response speed (quantified using the settling time) with the proposed DSR approach.
the Nesterov's gradient or accelerated gradient method, e.g., [8] , [9] . Moreover, example simulations are used in this article to show that, without the proposed DSR, an orderof-magnitude decrease in the settling time requires at-least a corresponding order-of-magnitude increase in the update rate. In contrast, the proposed DSR approach achieves more than an order of magnitude improvement in the response speed without the need to change the update rate or change the network structure. The impact of this increased response speed, on the ability to maintain relative positions in a formation (without additional control actions) is also illustrated with the simulation results.
The convergence of discrete-time networks has been well studied. Briefly, it depends on the eigenvalues of the Perron matrix P , which maps the current state I(k) to the updated state I(k + 1) = P I(k). A variety of methods are available to select the Perron matrix P including the use of neural network methods as in [10] and approaches to ensure robust stability, e.g., in [11] . For example, one choice is to chose the Perron matrix P based on the Laplacian K associated with the underlying graph as I(k + 1) = P I(k) = [I − γK] I(k),
where γ is the update gain. If the underlying graph is undirected and connected, then convergence to consensus can be achieved provided the update gain γ is sufficiently small, e.g., [12] . Robust selection of the distributed controllers for interconnected discrete-time systems has been studied in [11] . and neural networks have been proposed to select the network [10] The gain γ for a given network Laplacian K can be selected to maximize the convergence rate, i.e., the number of updates N Ts needed to achieve convergence to a specified level. Note that the network response time T s is a product of the number of updates N Ts needed and the update time δ t . Alternatively, the scaled Laplacian γK could be optimized for fast convergence, as in [13] , [14] . Nevertheless, convergence can be slow if the number of agent inter-connections is small compared to the number of agents, e.g., [13] . Therefore, there is interest in increasing the convergence rate. Previous work has shown that timevarying connections such as randomized interconnections can lead to faster convergence, e.g., [13] . Another approach is to sequence the update of the agents to improve convergence, e.g., [15] . When such time-variations in the graph structure or selection of the graph Laplacian K are not feasible, the need to maintain stability limits the range of acceptable update gain γ, and therefore, limits the rate of convergence. This convergence-rate limitation motivates the proposed effort to develop a new approach to improve the network performance. The current investigation on convergence under constraints on the update rate is different from studies that seek to ensure convergence under say communication delays [12] , [16] , or communication channel effects [17] , [18] , which do not necessarily place bounds on the update rate, but needs to be considered when investigating stability. Previous works have also investigated the minimal data rate to ensure stability in terms of the quantization of information transferred during each update [19] . Although, such information communication rates are not considered in this article, such criteria needs to be be met within the minimum time between updates.
The article begins with the problem formulation in Section II, that briefly reviews the selection of the update gain γ to ensure convergence and then states the problem of reducing the overall settling time. The solution approach using DSR is presented in Section III, which also develops stability conditions to identify the range of acceptable DSR parameters. Simulations are presented in Section IV to comparatively evaluate the performance improvement with and without DSR. and the impact on maintaining a formation. This is followed by the conclusions in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Agents are assumed to be connected through a network. As in current approaches, the state I i of each agent i is updated using information from other agents connected to agent i through a network, e.g., [12] . This section develops properties of this network-based agent update to illustrate the limits on the system-response speed (quantified in terms of its settling time T s ) when the update rate cannot be arbitrarily increased. This stability-related limit on the system-response speed leads to the research problem of reducing the settling time T s , stated at the end of this section.
A. Network definition
The network is modeled using a graph representation. Let the connectivity of the agents be represented by a directed graph (digraph) G = (V, E), e.g., as defined in [12] , with agents represented by nodes V = {1, 2, . . . , n+1}, n > 1 and edges E ⊆ V ×V, where each agent j the set of neighbors N i ⊆ V of the agent i satisfies j = i and (j, i) ∈ E. The terms l ij of the (n + 1) × (n + 1) Laplacian L of the graph G are real and given by
Without loss of generality, the source agent is assumed, to be the last node, n + 1. Moreover, all agents in the network should have access to the source agent's state I s = I n+1 through the network, as formalized below.
Assumption 1 (Connected to source node): In the following, the digraph G is assumed to have a directed path from the source node n + 1 to any node i ∈ V \(n + 1).
Some properties of the Laplacian (L1-L3), used later, are listed below.
[L1 The n × n matrix K (the pinned Laplacian), obtained by removing the row and column associated with the source node n + 1, the following partitioning of the Laplacian L is invertible, i.e.,
and B is an n × 1 matrix
where, under Assumption 1, the invertibility of the pinned Laplacian K expressed in Eq. (3) follows from the MatrixTree Theorem in [20] .
[L2] Tthe eigenvalues of K have have strictly-positive, real parts. In particular, from the Gershgorin theorem all the eigenvalues of the pinned Laplacian K must lie in one of circles centered at l ii > 0 with radius l ii −w is ∈ [0, l ii ] from definition of l ii in Eq. (2) and since w is ≥ 0. Moreover, given the invertibility of pinned Laplacian K, the eigenvalues of the pinned Laplacian K cannot be at the origin. Therefore, the eigenvalues must have strictly-positive, real parts (from the Gershgorin theorem of being inside the circles which are on the right hand side of the complex place except for the origin), which implies that the eigenvalues λ K,i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, (some of which may be repeated)
of the pinned Laplacian K in Eq. (3), where j = √ −1 and the magnitudes are ordered as
have positive real parts, i.e., the phase φ K,i satisfies
[L3] Since each row of the Laplacian L adds to zero, from Eq. (2), the (n + 1) × 1 vector of ones
T is a right eigenvector of the Laplacian L with eigenvalue 0,
From Eq. (8), the partitioning in Eq. (3), and invertibility of K, the product of the inverse of the pinned Laplacian K with B leads to a n × 1 vector of ones, i.e.,
B. System description and properties Let the network dynamics, for the non-source agents I represented by the remaining graph G \s, be given by
where δ t is the update rate and k represents the time instants t k = kδ t . The update time δ t is considered to be fixed at the fastest possible rate at which each agent can sense, process information and react. The overall update gain γ = γ t δ t (11) needs to be selected to be sufficiently small for stability, i.e., all eigenvalues λ P,i of the Perron matrix P
where 1 n×n is the n × n identity matrix, must lie inside the unit circle. From the definition of the Perron matrix in Eq. (12), If λ K,i is an eigenvalue of the pinned Laplacian K with a corresponding eigenvector V K,i , i.e.,
then λ P,i = 1 − γλ K,i is an eigenvalue of the Perron matrix P for the same eigenvector V K,i , since
Therefore, the eigenvalues λ P,i of the Perron matrix P in Eq. (12) are, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
A sufficiently small selection of the update gain γ will stabilize the system in Eq. (10), e.g., see [12] . For a given pinned Laplacian K, the range of the acceptable update gain γ is clarified in the lemma below.
Lemma 1 (Perron matrix properties): Under Assumption 1, the network dynamics in Eq. (10), is stable if and only if the update gain γ satisfies
) Proof For stability, the eigenvalues λ P,i of the Perron matrix P need to less than one in magnitude, i.e., for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n,
Taking squares on both sides results in
leading to the following condition if the update gain satisfies
Note that the condition in Eq. (18) is not satisfied if γ = 0. Also, if γ < 0 then, from Eq. (18), γ needs to satisfy
which is not possible for any negative γ since the right hand side is positive for any i from Eqs. (6) and (7). Therefore, the update gain γ needs to satisfy the condition in Eq. (16) . Note that the upper bound γ in Eq. (16) is finite because the magnitude m K,i is nonzero for any 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
Remark 1 (Geometric interpretation of stability):
A geometric interpretation of the result in Lemma 1 is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The angle φ K,i is equal to angles ∠ocb and ∠oab. Hence, length
As a result, for stability, the update gain γ should be chosen such the product of the update gain γ and the magnitude m K,i of the eigenvector λ K,i should be smaller than length d(a, c) = 2 cos (φ K,i ), as in Eq. (19) . Moreover, the smallest magnitude of the eigenvalue λ P,i over different values of the update gain γ is the perpendicular distance d(o, b) from the origin o to the ray 1 − γλ Ki , as illustrated in Fig. 1 . This occurs when the product γm K,i matches the length d(b, c) = cos (λ K,i ) and is given by
Real axis For stability, the eigenvalue λ P i = 1 − γλ K i of the Perron matrix P must be inside the unit circle, i.e., the product γλ K i must be smaller than the length d(a, c) = 2 cos (φ K,i ), as in Eq. (19) .
Lemma 2 (Case with real eigenvalues): Under Assumption 1, let the eigenvalues λ K,i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, of the pinned Laplacian K in Eq. (3) be real and be ordered as
1) Then, the eigenvalues of the pinned Laplacian are positive, i.e.,
2) and the network dynamics in Eq. (10), is stable if and only if the update gain γ = γ t δ t satisfies
3) Moreover, if the network gain γ satisfies Eq. (16) then the eigenvalues λ P,i of the Perron matrix P in Eq. (12) satisfy
(24) Proof Statement 1 of the lemma follows since the phase angle φ K,i = 0 in Eq. (7) and m K,1 = λ K,1 in Eq. (6).
The second statement of the lemma follows from Eq. (16) in Lemma 1. The last statement of the lemma follows from Eqs. (15) and (17), and the ordering in Eq. (21) .
Remark 2 (Real or acyclic graphs): The pinned Laplacian K will have real eigenvalues as in Lemma 2 if it is symmetric or if the associated graph G \s is acyclic. In an acyclic graph there is a topological ordering of the vertices V and every graph edge E goes from a vertex that is earlier in the ordering to a vertex that is later in the ordering, i.e., all the neighbors N i of a vertex i are earlier in the ordering. The resulting pinned Laplacian K for an acyclic graph is realvalued and lower triangular, and hence, has real eigenvalues.
Remark 3 (Topologically-ordered subgraphs): A more general case when the pinned Laplacian K has real-valued eigenvalues is when the digraph G \ s can be partitioned into a set of topologically-ordered subgraphs G i . Here, the subgraphs G i are distinct (i.e., without shared vertices) where each subgraph is either symmetric or acyclic (topologically ordered) with an additional topological ordering of the subgraphs G i such that all graph edges in G \s ends in one of the subgraphs, say G i and starts: (a) either in the same ending subgraph G i ; or (b) in a subgraph that is earlier than the ending subgraph G i in the subgraph ordering. In such cases, the pinned Laplacian K, associated with the graph G \ s = G i is lower block-triangular, where each block on the diagonal K i (associated with G i ) is real-valued and either symmetric or lower triangular. Therefore, the eigenvalues of each K i , and therefore, the eigenvalues of K are real.
An example network composed of topologically-ordered subgraphs is provided in Fig. 2 . The associated pinned Laplacian K, where the weights w ij in Eq. (2) are either 0 or 1, is
with diagonal blocks
associated with the three subgraphs. The eigenvalues of K are then the eigenvalue 1 of K 1 , eigenvalues 1, 3 of K 2 and eigenvalues 1, 1, 4 of K 3 . Remark 4 (Flocking): The applicability of the results to networks with topologically-ordered subgraphs is important since such ordering can occur line-of-sight based networks, e.g., in biological flocking, as well as engineered swarms.
An example where the graph G \ s is composed of an ordered set of subgraphs G 1 < G 2 < G 3 is shown in Fig. 2 , where G 1 and G 2 are undirected subgraphs and G 3 is an ordered acyclic graph associated with vertex sets Example topologically-ordered subgraphs G 1 < G 2 < G 3 of graph G \s composed of undirected subgraphs G 1 , G 2 and ordered acyclic graph G 3 associated with vertex sets V 1 = {1} , V 2 = {2, 3} and ordered set V 3 = {4 < 5 < 6}, respectively. All edges in graph G \s ends in one of the subgraphs, say G i and starts: (a) either in the same ending subgraph G i ; or (b) in a subgraph that is earlier than the ending subgraph G i in the subgraph ordering.
C. Convergence with changes in source
From stability, the state I of the network (of all non-source agents) converges to the new source value for a step change in the source information I s , i.e., I s (k) = I d for k > 0 and zero otherwise. Since the eigenvalues of P are inside the unit circle, the solution to Eq. (10) for the step input converges
as k → ∞. Therefore, taking the limit as k → ∞ in Eq. (10), and from invertibility of the pinned Laplacian K from Eq. (3).
as k → ∞. Then, from Eq. (9), the information I(k) at the non-source agents reaches the desired information I d as time step k increases, i.e,
D. Limitation on fast settling
The model in Eq. (10) can be rewritten as
and for a sufficiently-small update time δ t it can considered as the discrete version of the continuous-time dynamicṡ
The eigenvalues of γ t K increase proportionally with γ t . Therefore, the settling time T s of the continuous time system decreases as the gain γ t increases. Consequently, provided the update time δ t is sufficiently small, the discrete-time response of the system in Eq. (10) will be similar to the continuous-time response of the system in Eq. (33) and therefore its settling time should also decrease as the gain γ t increases. Nevertheless, with a fixed update rate δ t , the allowable increase in the gain γ t is bounded because the overall update gain γ = γ t δ t is bounded by the stability condition in Eq. (16) of Lemma 1. Thus, the smallest possible update time δ t limits the fastest possible settling time for a given network.
E. The settling-time improvement problem
The research problem addressed in this article is to reduce the settling time T s (from one consensus state to another) under step changes in the source value (i.e., improve convergence) where each agent can modify its update law by using already-available information through the network structure, i.e., through the pinned Laplacian K in the update law in Eq. (10).
III. SOLUTION USING DSR
In this section, the proposed delayed self-reinforcement (DSR) approach to address the settling-time-reduction problem is described, followed by the development of stabilitybased bounds on the acceptable range of the DSR parameter. The development of such bounds aid in reducing the search space when optimizing the DSR parameter to minimize the settling time T s .
A. Proposed approach
The proposed approach reinforces the update I i (k + 1) − I i (k) of each non-source agent i with a delayed and scaled version of the update β [I i (k) − I i (k − 1)]. Then, the overall network state I becomes
where β is the DSR gain. Therefore, the network-update law in Eq. (10) is modified to
which can be rewritten aŝ
whereÎ
Remark 5 (Network information used by DSR): The additional information needed to implement the DSR β[I(k) − I(k − 1)] is available already to each agent i, i.e., the state values I i (k)and I i (k − 1) at time instant k, where the subscript i indicates the i th agent. DSR, however, requires each agent to store a delayed version I i (k − 1) of its current state I i (k) and to have knowledge of the DSR gain β, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The use of DSR can only improve the performance. If the origin I = 0 of the dynamics without the DSR in Eq. (10) is stable, then there is some open interval (β, β) that contains zero where the origin I = 0 is stable with the proposed DSR approach because the eigenvalues of the modified Perron matrixP vary continuously with the DSR gain β. Hence the optimal DSR gain could decrease, but never increase, the settling time T s when compared to the case without DSR.
B. Stability conditions on the DSR gain β
The DSR gain β should be selected to reduce the settling time of the system. Since the DSR gain β is a scalar parameter, numerical search methods could be used to optimally select it. Nevertheless, it is helpful to have a bounded search space. One approach is to restrict the search space to avoid regions where the modified network dynamics in Eq. (36) is expected to be unstable. Therefore, the conditions on the DSR gain β for network stability are investigated below.
Lemma 3 (Stability with DSR): Let the origin of the system (10) without DSR, i.e., β = 0 be stable. 
2) Moreover, if the eigenvalues of the pinned Laplacian are real and ordered as in Eq. (21), then the origin of the network dynamics with DSR in Eq. (36) is stable if and only if the DSR gain β satisfies
Proof The eigenvalues λP and the associated eigenvectors VP of the modified Perron matrixP satisfy
that can be combined as
leading to
Let the pinned Laplacian K, be similar to the matrix K J in the real-valued Jordan form, where
where T K is invertible, e.g., [21] . Then, Eq. (44) can be rewritten as
where V J,P ,t = T where the diagonal block K J,i of the real-valued matrix K J is given by
The eigenvalue Eq. (47) can be rewritten as
where a 4,i = 1 and a 4,0 = β 2 , which leads to the necessary condition a 4,i > |a 4,0 | for the eigenvalue to satisfy |λP ,i | < 1 from the Jury test. This results in the first statement of the lemma.
If the eigenvalues of the pinned Laplacian are real, then a i = λ K,i and b i = 0 in Eq. (48), and the eigenvalues λP of the modified Perron matrixP are given by
Then, from the Jury test, for the eigenvalue to satisfy |λP ,i | < 1,
which results in
From Eq. (23), γλ K,i > 0 and
which along with the ordering in Eq. (21) leads to the second statement of the lemma from Eq. (52).
C. Selection of DSR gain
The optimal value β * for the smallest settling time can be found through a numerical search over the range where the network with DSR is stable as identified in Lemma 3. An analytical approximation-based approach, based on the continuous-time approximation of the discrete dynamics, is described below to select the DSR gain for the case when the eigenvalues of the pinned Laplacian K are real. Moreover, this approximation aids in understanding the potential settling-time improvements that can be anticipated with the proposed DSR method.
In this subsection, the eigenvalues of the pinned Laplacian are assumed to be real valued. With DSR, the discrete-time system (35) can be rewritten as
which can be approximated, when the update interval δ t is small compared to the dominant network response, as 35) is referred to as the momentum-term in gradient-based learning algorithms, e.g., [9] .
With DSR, i.e., a nonzero DSR gain β, the above equation can be rewritten as
To consider the impact of the different modes, let the pinned Laplacian K be similar to the matrix K J in the Jordan form, as in Eq. (45), where the diagonal terms of the realvalued matrix K J are the eigenvalues {λ K,i } n i=1 of matrix K [21] . Note that the multiplicity of each eigenvalue λ K,i can be more than one. With the transformation into modal coordinates,
the network dynamics in Eq. (56) can be rewritten as
. (58) where
Therefore, for each pole s i of the approximate continuous-time dynamics in Eq. (33) without DSR, i.e.,
the corresponding poles of the approximate continuous-time dynamics in Eq. (58) with DSR are given by the roots of
where
Without DSR, let the settling time T s,i associated with eigenvalue λ K,i be estimated from Eq. (59) as a multiple of the time constant, the inverse of the distance of the eigenvalue from the imaginary axis in the complex plane, (and potential effects of eigenvalue multiplicity are neglected), i.e.,
Critical damping for the corresponding eigenvalue with DSR (corresponding to eigenvalue λ K,i ) occurs when damping ζ i = 1, i.e.,
with solution β * < 1 given by
In this critically-damped case, the corresponding settling timeT s,i can be approximated, from Eqs. (62) and (63), as (again, potential effects of eigenvalue multiplicity are neglected)
Remark 7 (Reduction in settling time with DSR): Let the pole s i of the approximate continuous-time dynamics in Eq. (33) be the dominant dynamics (e.g., closest to the imaginary axis of the complex plane) without DSR. Then, the settling timeT s,i with DSR can be substantially smaller than the settling time T s,i without DSR, if the update time δ t is small and if the settling time without DSR is large, i.e, T s,i 1, as seen from Eq. (67).
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The step response of an example system, with and without DSR, are comparatively evaluated. Moreover, the impact of using DSR on the response of the networked system is illustrated when the networks state is the turn angle during turn maneuvers of a formation of agents.
A. Example networked system for simulation
The networked system used in simulation consists of n = 31 non-source agents connected in a ring, with the leader (agent connected to the source) selected as i * = 16, which is connected to the source agent i = n + 1. The neighbors of each non-source agent i are given by
and weights w ij = 1 if agent j is a neighbor of agent i, i.e., j ∈ N i and zero otherwise. The eigenvalues λ K,i of the pinned Laplacian K in Eq. (3) are real, positive and can be ordered as in Eq. (21) with the smallest one λ K,1 = 0.0081 and the largest one λ K,n = 4.2361.
B. Selection of update gain
From Lemma 2, the maximum value of the overall update gain γ is given from Eq. (23) as
This is a tight bound on stability, as seen in Fig. 4 , the system becomes unstable at γ since the maximum magnitude of the eigenvalues
becomes one with γ = γ, i.e.,
In the following, the overall update gain γ is chosen to be 0.471, which is close to the value where the maximum magnitude eigenvalue λ P,max (γ) is the smallest for fast settling as seen in Fig. 4 .
Step response without DSR With the update gain γ = 0.471, the response of the system with a step input of magnitude π/2 and update time δ t = 0.01 s is shown in Fig. 5 . The settling time T s , defined as the time needed for the response to reach and stay within 2% of the final value of π/2, is T s = 12.04 s, which matches the settling time T s,c = 12.07 s from the continuous-time network approximation in Eq. (33) with the same optimal update gain γ. Note that these settling times are close to the predicted settling time of T s,1 = 10. 
D. Step response with DSR
The settling time can be faster with the use of DSR. The network with DSR is expected to remain stable for DSR gain β between −0.0024 and 1 from Eq. (40) in Lemma 3. The variation of the maximum magnitude eigenvalue λP ,max = max i {λP ,i } of the modified Perron matrixP with different DSR gain β (at 0.01 increments) is shown in Fig. 4 . Note that the maximum magnitude eigenvalue λP ,max becomes one at the these boundary values −0.0024, 1 of the DSR gain β indicating the tightness of the range estimate for stability in Eq. (40). The value of the DSR gain β was selected to minimize the maximum magnitude of eigenvalues λP ,max of the modified Perron matrixP (over the computed β values), since a larger maximum magnitude eigenvalue λP ,max tends to result in slower settling. The maximum magnitude of eigenvalues λP ,max was minimized at DSR gain β = 0.8876. This optimal DSR gain β is close to the approximation-based prediction for critical damping of the eigenvalue associated with the smallest eigenvalue λ K,1 of the pinned Laplacian K from Eq. (66)
that results in a predicted settling time, from Eq. (67), of
The step response of the discrete-time system with and without DSR is compared in Fig. 6 . The settling time with DSR is 0.90 s, which is significantly small compared to the settling time of 12.04 s without DSR. Moreover, the achieved settling time of 0.90 s is close to that predicted with the approximation-based analysis of 0.9149 s in Eq. (73). Thus, the proposed DSR approach enables faster settling time (more than an order-of-magnitude improvement) without the need to change the update rate (δ t = 0.01 s) of the system. Remark 8 (Smaller settling time without DSR): The system without the DSR also would have a faster settling time of T s = 0.90 s if the update gain γ t was selected to be larger by the desired reduction in the settling time, i.e., 13.38 = 12.04/0.90 and if the update time δ t was smaller by the same factor 13.38. This results in the same overall update gain γ = γ t δ t , and requires the same number of discretetime update steps (as in Fig. 5 ) for settling to within 2% of the final value, but the time interval between the updates is smaller by 13.38. 
E. Comparison with second-order discrete-event dynamics
Based on the approximate continuous-time analysis of the discrete-time system in Eq. (56), a faster response can be anticipated if each agent's response is second-order. However, this can lead to instability when the update time δ t is not changed because the effective stiffness of the system in Eq. (56) is higher by 1/βδ t when compared to the original system approximation in Eq. (33).
To illustrate, based on Eq. (56), let the second-order discrete-time dynamics, with an update time ofδ t , be given byĨ
wherẽ
With the same update timeδ t = δ t = 1 × 10 −2 s, this system is unstable with a maximum magnitude of eigenvalues max i λP ,i = 1.7667. Reducing the update time by the scaling factor δ t β in Eq. (56), i.e.,δ t = δ t (δ t β) = 8.8759 × 10 −5 s results in a stable second-order system dynamics with a maximum magnitude of eigenvalues max i λP ,i = 0.9995 and a settling time of 0.9399 s for a similar response as that of the system with DSR as seen in Fig. 7 . Note that a larger update time ofδ t = δ t (10δ t β) = 8.8759 × 10 −4 s leads to instability, with a maximum magnitude of eigenvalues max i λP ,i = 1.0032. Thus, the order-of-magnitude settlingtime reduction with the second-order system also requires an at-least an order-of-magnitude smaller update time. In contrast, the proposed DSR approach enables the faster overall response without the need to use a smaller update time. Fig. 7 .
Comparison of step response for (i) the system with DSR and update time δt = 1 × 10 −2 s and (ii) the second-order system in Eq. (74) with a smaller update timeδt = 8.8759 × 10 −5 s.
F. Impact on ability to maintain a formation
The impact of the increased response speed with DSR, on the ability to maintain relative positions in a formation (without additional control actions) is also illustrated in the following. If the state I is considered to be the orientation of agents on a plane, then a faster response will allow the agents to rapidly coordinating turns and better maintain formations. To illustrate, the x−y position of each agent i was computed with the state I i considered to be the orientation of the agent moving with unit speed, as
Initially, the agents are uniformly arranged in a unit circle in the x − y plane centered at the origin. Deviations in the orientations I lead to distortions of this initial formation. The resulting final formations are compared with and without DSR in Fig. 8 . Note that, without DSR, the movement of the leader i * (closest to the information source) is substantially different from that of agent i = n, which is further away from the information source, which leads to substantial distortion of the formation over time. In contrast, the use of DSR reduces the deviations between the agents as seen in Fig. 6 , which results in less distortion of the formation, without additional control effort to maintain the formation. Moreover, Fig. 8 .
Comparison of initial (black) and final x − y formation from Eq. (78) with DSR (blue) and without DSR (red). Initially, the agents are uniformly arranged on a unit circle centered at the origin shown in black. The final formation at time t = 12.04 s is shown in red without DSR and blue with DSR. The spatial movement of the leader i * (solid line) and agent i = n (dotted line) are compared with DSR (blue) and without DSR (red).
the smaller settling time implies that the maneuver from initial orientation of I i = 0 to the final orientation of I i = π/2 requires less turn-space to accomplish. In this sense, the proposed DSR can lead to improved spatial and temporal response of networked agents, without having to decrease the update time.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The delayed self-reinforcement (DSR) method was developed in this article to enable faster network response without the need to increase the individual agent's update rate. Stability conditions were developed to facilitate the selection of the DSR-gain parameter. The approach was shown to approximate a higher second-order dynamics for modes corresponding to the smaller eigenvalues of the dynamics. However, the DSR approach does not require the increased update rate that would be required for stable operation of such higher second-order dynamics. Simulation results showed that the optimally selected DSR parameters were close to the approximation-based estimates of the DSR parameters. Simulation results also showed that the proposed DSR method can lead to more than an order of magnitude improvement in the settling time.
